MEMORANDUM – ADDENDUM NO. 2

To: Interested Vendors
From: Cindy Clack
Date: 10/27/2015
Re: RFB2016-1 – 2015 or 2016 Dodge Charger Pursuit Vehicles – Addendum No. 2

The following questions have been submitted for RFB2016-1:

Questions:

1. The #7170-0137 is a console package with a computer mount. This does not include the cradle for the Laptop. Are you supplying a cradle to be installed?

   Response:
   Each vehicle will need one 7160-0250 Gamber Johnson Notepad5 Universal cradle. This is the actual computer mount and was inadvertently left off request.

2. Also, you have the taillight flasher (#FL-80RFIP-2) on the specifications twice, is this correct?

   Response:
   Each vehicle will need only one FL-80RFIP-2 BI Brake/aux and Taillight flasher. The second (last line on outfitting) was mistakenly added.

3. For the speaker brackets the SAK37 mounts in one specific place behind the grille. If 2 speakers are going on the cars then you will need to ask for 1 SAK37 bracket and then an additional universal bracket SAK1.

   Response:
   Each vehicle will also need 1 SAK1 Universal bracket for the second speaker.

4. How dark do you want the Tint to be?

   Response:
   The tint darkness will be decided at time of outfitting. A safe assumption would be 20% for sunstrip, side windows, and rear window.